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Abstract. Our work is focused on the investigation of an influence of an additive thermal noise and a multiplicative phase noise in space communication chains. The most important properties of both noise types are summarized. The main concern of this paper is on the multiplicative phase noise that is especially important in systems with the phase shift keying. The simulation procedure for modeling of a signal degraded by the multiplicative phase noise is described. One starts from the frequency domain, where noise properties are set up. Five basic phase noise types can be included. After a passing to the time domain, the final noisy signal is obtained. To prove the modeling correctness, two ways are used. Firstly, Allan variances are utilized as a time domain processing. Finally, for a comparison, the direct conversion formula from the frequency to the time domain is exploited. Created signal corrupted by the phase noise expresses the harmonic oscillator output signal. A pair of these oscillators, disturbed by different phase noise processes, is installed into a communication channel model and with its help, the simultaneous influence of both oscillators on the useful signal is examined. Results show a good coincidence with theoretical presumptions.
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1. Introduction

Many negative factors affect and limit possibilities of space communication chains. Data rates, communication distances, the velocity of communicating objects connected with the Doppler frequency shift and the noise belong among the most severe factors. Indeed, both noise forms, the additive noise and the multiplicative noise, respectively, corrupt the original signal. While the additive thermal noise arises only from the receiver side of the communication system, the multiplicative phase noise is projected from the receiver side local oscillators as well as from the transmitter side carrier sources. A question of the frequency stability is closely connected with the phase noise. Deep space communication links utilize the PSK modulation that, first of all, gives the best BER with the minimum power consumption and it is easy to implement to the system. The sub-carriers are often used to minimize the influence of the main carrier phase noise [1], [2], [3].

The simulation procedure including both noise types is being developed. This procedure counts with the phase noise of all oscillators on both sides of the communication chain as well as with the additive thermal noise related to the receiver side of the communication system.

2. Description of the Communication System under Simulations

Current approaches count with the presence of the additive thermal noise and the multiplicative phase noise separately. Some of them solve the additive noise related to the receiver side [4], other studies follow the properties and the influence of the multiplicative phase noise of the oscillator [5], [6]. The aim of our work is to include an influence of both noise types in the area of long distance space communications. Here, one decreases the system bandwidth to eliminate the influence of the additive thermal noise. By this way, a higher SNR is obtained. But the bandwidth decrease brings one closer to the vicinity of the carrier, where the amount of the multiplicative phase noise is increasing. The proposed model of the communication system is going to include both noise types. The effort is to cover the influence of bandwidth changes on SNR at the presence of the additive thermal noise as well as the multiplicative phase noise.

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the simplified communication system that shapes the base for simulations. All blocks are ideal except two oscillators (one in the transmitter and the other in the receiver) corrupted by the phase noise and except the transmission channel that is modeled as an AWGN channel. The additive noise contributors on the receiver side are recalculated to a place of a receiving antenna and are combined with the channel noise. Thus, all of the additive thermal noise is included in the signal to thermal noise ratio, which is the main parameter characterizing the AWGN channel.
Thermal Noise and AWGN

The thermal noise is the most widespread noise form that can be found in electronic circuits and systems. This noise mechanism arises from resistive parts that are always present in all electronic circuits. Resistive materials with the certain temperature produce the certain voltage fluctuations on their terminals. These fluctuations are caused by randomly moving free electrons that are forced by their thermal energy that is proportional to the temperature. The thermal noise amplitudes can be statistically described by the Gaussian distribution. The mean square noise voltage $v_n^2$ can be obtained by

$$\bar{v}_n^2 = 4kTBR$$

where $k$ is the Boltzmann's constant, $R$ is a value of the resistance with the thermodynamic temperature $T$. $B$ represents the noise bandwidth [7]. A noise power spectral density describes a noise power concentrated in the unity noise bandwidth $B$. The thermal noise power spectral density has a flat course according to the relation [7]

$$N_0 = kT.$$  (2)

In the time domain, the thermal noise, denoted as $n(t)$, can be simply added to the useful band pass signal as the following equation describes on the basic example with a real harmonic signal

$$s(t) = A \cdot \sin(2\pi ft + \phi_0) + n(t).$$  (3)

The harmonic signal is characterized by its amplitude $A$, instantaneous frequency $f$ and initial phase $\phi_0$. All these quantities are independent on the time $t$. Exactly the $t$ dependent term $n(t)$ brings the thermal noise to the useful signal. From this point of view, a thermal noise is modeled as an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).

Every block of the receiver chain consists of resistive parts producing the thermal noise. Two equivalent ways of describing the thermal noise influence can be used, a noise figure or an equivalent noise temperature, respectively.

The noise factor $F$ shows, how the certain block degrades the signal to noise ratio SNR. The noise factor is characterized at a certain input frequency as the ratio of the input SNR to the output SNR [8]. The noise temperature $T$ is connected with the noise factor according to the following term

$$T = T_0(F - 1),$$  (4)

where $T_0$ is the real thermodynamic temperature of the noise source [8], [9]. With a help of the noise temperature, one can model a noisy part of the system as a noise-free block supplied by the resistor with the equivalent noise temperature $T$, which causes the appropriate noise power at the output of the whole part [9].

From the whole communication system point of view, as was mentioned earlier, one considers that the thermal noise is projected only on the receiver side of this system. In this case, one can aim only to the receiver part of the system, see Fig. 2. The receiver usually consists of an antenna with the low noise preamplifier connected the nearest place to the antenna. Consequently, the signal is led through the transmission line (coaxial cable) to the mixer $M_0$, where the signal gets from the radio frequency band to the intermediate frequency band. After the filtration in the band-pass filter $\text{BPF}_R$, the signal is led to the receiver. All these parts are sources of the thermal noise, which can be...
described by the noise factor $F$ or by the equivalent noise temperature $T$, respectively (appropriate quantities are described directly in Fig. 2).

$$T_S = G_{LNA}G_{MR} \left[ T_a + T_0(F_{LNA} - 1) \right] + \frac{G_{MR}}{A_{COAX} A_{BPFR}} T_0(A_{COAX} - 1) + \frac{G_{MR}}{A_{BPFR}} T_0(F_{MR} - 1) + \frac{T_0(A_{BPFR} - 1)}{A_{BPFR}} T_0(F_R - 1).$$ (5)

According to the Friis’s formula for noise [8], [9] the total noise figure of the subsystem LNA-COAX-MR-BPFR-receiver related to the antenna connector is calculated. The total noise figure is transformed to the total noise temperature $T_S$ and consequently, the antenna noise temperature $T_a$ is added. This expression is divided by the overall attenuation of the subsystem LNA-COAX-MR-BPFR-receiver. The result is the system noise temperature $T_S$ (5). Noise figures of passive components are directly equal to their power attenuation [9].

As it is depicted in Fig. 2, $T_S$ is related to the input port of the receiver and it expresses the necessary increment of the noise power at the receiver output, as the real noisy part were replaced by their noise-free equivalents. In the area of space communications, where one considers the signal reception from space probes and satellites, the antenna is pointed to the cold sky with a brightness temperature $T_{SKY}$. A final noise temperature of the antenna $T_a$ is given by a sum of $T_{SKY}$ and by the contribution of the Earth noise temperature $T_G$, which is dependent on an antenna elevation angle [9].

The system noise temperature expresses the amount of the noise at the input of the receiver. Exactly at this point, the total calculated noise can be added to the useful transmitted signal. Thus, the model of the transmission channel affected by the thermal noise can be obtained, as can be seen on the simplified block diagram in Fig. 3.

$$s(t) = A_s(t) + n(t)$$ (6)

where $s(t)$ is a useful transmitted signal. Factor $A$ is a noise-free channel attenuation. $n(t)$ expresses the total noise recalculated to the point of its addition (see Fig. 3). $s(t)$ is the final signal presented on the receiver input port degraded by the noise.

4. Phase Noise

In the following paragraphs, the term phase noise is described. The phase noise is directly connected with the stability of frequency generators – oscillators. In the area of high frequency space communications, the harmonic oscillators are mostly used. Because of the oscillator output amplitude regulation ability and the output signal limitation possibility, the amplitude is considered constant through the time and the additive amplitude noise can be neglected [5]. For the simplicity, after the amplitude normalization to unity, the oscillator output signal can be described by the equation

$$u(t) = 1 \cdot \sin(2\pi f_0 t + \phi(t)).$$ (7)

$f_0$ represents the nominal frequency – the carrier. From (7) it implies, that the instantaneous phase $\phi(t)$ is the only parameter containing the noise. In a case of sufficiently small phase fluctuations $\phi(t)$, the equation (7) expresses the narrow-band phase modulated signal [10], [11].

4.1 Basic Terms and Expressions

Stability measurements utilize the method of a comparison between the measured oscillator and a reference source. The reference needs at least the higher-order stability than the measured signal source. For other purposes, the reference is considered as an ideal harmonic source with the zero noise term $\phi(t)$ in (7).

A fractional frequency $y(t)$ and time fluctuations $x(t)$, respectively, are very helpful quantities used for the stability analysis. The fractional frequency can be obtained by comparing the measured oscillator with the reference according to

$$y(t) = \frac{f(t) - f_0}{f_0} = \frac{1}{2\pi f_0} \frac{d\phi}{dt} = \frac{dx}{dt}$$ (8)

where $f(t)$ represents the time variant frequency of the measured oscillator. Phase fluctuations $\phi(t)$ are related to time fluctuations $x(t)$ by the term $\phi(t) = 2\pi f_0 \cdot x(t)$ [10], [12].
The evaluation of the oscillator noise behavior can be achieved either in the frequency domain or in the time domain. Each expression has its advantages and disadvantages. The parameter, according to which the domain is chosen, is the time of the measuring. The short time frequency stability is examined in the frequency domain for the short measuring time, less than 1 second. While, for the longer measuring time, more than 1 second, the time domain is used for the long time frequency stability investigation.

The most common and transparent quantity expressing the frequency stability in the frequency domain is directly denoted as the phase noise. It is equal to the ratio of the noise power measured in a 1 Hz noise bandwidth located on the specific offset frequency \( f \) from the carrier to the power of the useful signal, the carrier [5], [8]. With a help of the fractional frequency fluctuations \( S_y(f) \), the spectral density of frequency fluctuations \( S_y(f) \) can be calculated and consequently the phase noise \( L(f) \) can be obtained according to

\[
L(f) = 10 \cdot \log \left( \frac{1}{2} \frac{f_y}{f} \right)^2 S_y(f) \]  

(9)

A term \( S_y(f) \) denotes the spectral density of phase fluctuations. Real courses of three previously mentioned quantities can be divided into several asymptotic parts that refer to appropriate noise characters. They are mathematically expressed with a help of a power law. Slopes of asymptotes in the log-log graphical representation are described by the powers \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) of the power law. The following equation (10) describes asymptotic representations of \( S_y(f) \) and \( S_y(f) \), respectively [10] (according to (9), these expressions are equivalent).

\[
S_y(f) = h(\alpha) f^\alpha \quad \text{and} \quad S_y(f) = h(\beta) f^\beta. \]  

(10)

Transfer functions \( h(\alpha) \) and \( h(\beta) \) are related to proper powers, \( \alpha \) or \( \beta \), respectively. Tab. 1 below summarizes five basic phase noise processes and corresponding powers (for a comparison, powers \( \mu \) for the time domain representation are also mentioned).

In the time domain, the noise, represented by the time dependent time fluctuations or fractional frequency fluctuations (8), is processed statistically. The independent variable \( \tau \) denotes the averaging time and it is derived from the fundamental sampling period \( \tau_0 \) according to

\[
\tau = m \cdot \tau_0 \]  

(11)

where integer \( m \) represents an averaging factor. With a help of \( \tau \), the basic measure for the frequency stability expression is the two-sample Allan variance \( \sigma_y^2(\tau) \) [10]. While the standard variance diverges for the flicker noise, the Allan variance is convergent for all basic noise processes (shown in Tab. 1), [10].

Several types of Allan variances are established for the oscillatory system stability examination [10]. A two-sample simple Allan variance is the most common method and can be calculated according to (12). Its biggest advantage is the lowest computational severity, but its confidence interval isn’t very good [10]. Thus, for the longer averaging period \( \tau \), the course is quite curly. Another possibility is the overlapping Allan variance (13), which extends the degree of freedom, the confidence interval is much better and the course is smoother [10]. The increased computational power demands pay for this improvement.

\[
\sigma_y^2(\tau) = \frac{1}{2(N - 2)^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N-2} \left( x_{i+1} - 2 x_{i+1} + x_i \right)^2 \]  

(12)

\[
\sigma_y^2(\tau) = \frac{1}{2(N - 2m)^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N-2m} \left( x_{i+1} - 2 x_{i+1} + x_i \right)^2 \]  

(13)

These two variances are not capable of distinguishing between white and flicker noise types. For this reason, additional averaging is implemented in the modified Allan variance [10]

\[
\text{Mod } \sigma_y^2(\tau) = \frac{1}{2m^2 \tau^2 (N - 3m + 1)} \sum_{j=1}^{N-3m+1} \sum_{i=j}^{i+m-1} \left( x_{i+1} - 2 x_{i+1} + x_i \right)^2. \]  

(14)

The final course of \( \tau \) dependent Allan variance \( \sigma_y^2 \) can be also depicted in a log-log plot, where the asymptotic parts corresponding to the individual noise processes can be observed. Slopes of asymptotes are equivalent with powers \( \mu \) of the \( \sigma_y^2(\tau) \) course spreading according to the power law

\[
\sigma_y^2(\tau) = h(\mu) \tau^\mu \]  

(15)

where \( h(\mu) \) presents the \( \mu \) dependent transfer function [10].

Tab. 1 connects basic noise processes with powers \( \mu \) in the time domain and with powers \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) characterizing the frequency domain stability expressions. The following dependency [10] between all powers can be achieved

\[
\mu = -\alpha -1 = -\beta - 3. \]  

(16)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noise Characters</th>
<th>Asymptotes Powers</th>
<th>( S_y(\tau) )</th>
<th>( S_y(\tau) )</th>
<th>( \sigma_y^2(\tau) )</th>
<th>Mod ( \sigma_y^2(\tau) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>white FM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flicker FM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random walk FM</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white PM</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flicker PM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random walk FM</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The general transfer equation for the Allan variance [10] has a form
\[ \sigma_2^2(\tau) = \int_0^\infty S_y(f) |H(f)|^2 df \]  
(17)
where the symbol \( f_0 \) means the upper cut off frequency of the measuring system and in this simulation case, it is equal to a half of the sampling frequency. \(|H(f)|^2\) is the transfer function of the time domain sampling function.

Because of the presence of five independent noise processes (see Tab. 1), the calculation of the integral (17) can be spread into five independent parts and the result is the sum of these fractional calculations [10]
\[ \sigma_2^2(\tau) = h_2 \cdot A \cdot \tau + h_1 \cdot B + h_0 \cdot C \cdot \tau^{-1} + \]
\[ + h_1 \cdot D \cdot \tau^{-2} + h_2 \cdot E \cdot \tau^{-2} \]  
(18)
Factors \( h_0 \) define levels of certain noise characters in the frequency domain and constants \( A, B, C, D \) and \( E \) imply from the calculation of the integral (17) [10]. These constants are different for simple or overlapping Allan variances and for the modified Allan variance [12], [13].

Graphical representations (asymptotic courses as well as simulation results) are summarized in Section 5, where achieved results are discussed.

4.2 Phase Noise Implementation to Simulations

The main interest is to create a signal degraded by the phase noise with certain parameters. A progress chart (see Fig. 4) summarizes the following simulation description. The frequency domain is chosen as the starting point where one sets up the properties of the phase noise \( L(f) \) – noise powers on appropriate offset frequencies. These properties can be obtained by measurements of real oscillators. In the measured real phase noise course, one can find parts corresponding to basic noise processes shown in Tab. 1. Other important simulation quantities are the carrier frequency \( f_0 \) and the simulation sampling frequency \( f_s \). The course between given points is linearly interpolated and represents the asymptotic course of \( L(f) \), where slopes of asymptotes directly refer to characteristic properties of the noise (according to Tab. 1). The noise power at the zero offset frequency is set up to 0 dBC/Hz, while at the most distant frequency from the carrier, the noise power has to be small but finite. The linearly interpolated vector of \( L(f) \) is recalculated to the linear scale and randomized by the sample by sample multiplication with a unity power AWGN vector [11]. (AWGN function is used only as a tool for the randomization of the phase noise data in the frequency domain and it has nothing to do with the thermal noise description in Section 3.)

The random noise data are transformed from the frequency domain to the time domain with the help of IFFT. Providing the small time dependent phase changes \( \phi(t) \), the narrow-band phase modulation can be supposed and after some mathematical modifications and simplifications of (7), one obtains (expecting initial sine wave, as in (7))
\[ u(t) \approx 1 \cdot \left[ \sin(\omega_0 f) \cdot \phi(t) - \cos(\omega_0 f) \right] \]  
(19)

![Fig. 4. The progress chart for the creation and verification of the signal degraded by a phase noise. (A mathematical operation denoted as \( \circ \) is described by the equation (19).)]
5. Achieved Results

At the present, the multiplicative phase noise has been modeled and simulated, while presumptions shown in previous paragraphs are utilized. The simulation process is tested on the imaginary oscillator with the output frequency \( f_0 = 10 \text{ MHz} \), the sampling frequency is set to \( f_s = 100 \text{ MHz} \). These parameters have been chosen as a compromise between the accuracy and the computational severity. The output frequency corresponds to the frequency of common frequency standards.

The imaginary oscillator output signal is degraded by the certain course of the phase noise described in the frequency domain. All five basic phase noise processes (see in Tab. 1) are implemented to simulations. The overall asymptotic phase noise course \( L(f) \) is shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 depicts the corresponding course of time dependent time fluctuations \( x(t) \) in the time domain.

The resulting simulated signal degraded by the phase noise is examined in the time domain with a help of Allan variances. Firstly, simple and overlapping Allan variances are used for the stability processing. Results implying from simulations are depicted in Fig. 7 and are compared with direct conversion asymptotes. Due to the figure resolution, the overlapping Allan variance course is not distinguishable from simple Allan variance results. The white PM and the flicker PM noise characters aren’t differentiated neither from the simulation results, nor from slopes of the direct conversion asymptotic course.

Finally, to find the border between the white PM noise and the flicker PM noise, the modified Allan variance is utilized. Fig. 8 shows simulation results as well as the direct conversion asymptotic course.

Simulated results present a good agreement with the direct calculation. These results divert more only for the random walk FM noise part, which is related to the long averaging time \( \tau \). Deviations increase with the increasing averaging time \( \tau \). This can be caused by the decreasing number of samples that are used for a computation of the
longer averaging time. Another fact that can contribute to deviations ensues from the simulation procedure itself. The final noisy signal is composed of step by step created sections. Due to a periodical adding of these sections, some additional disturbing harmonic components can be presented in the time dependent time fluctuations course \( x(t) \). This leads to the decreasing of Allan variance values for the random walk FM noise type. The phase noise model is going to be improved in our future work.

At this time, one can simulate an oscillator output signal disturbed by the arbitrary phase noise. It enables to model the whole space communication chain and to include all oscillators in it. The simplified block diagram depicted in Fig. 1 is modified. The transfer channel is considered to be ideal – noise free and lossless. Thus the additive thermal noise, as it was discussed in Section 3, is temporarily neglected and it is not taken into account in simulations.

Properties of individual parts describing the model in this paragraph imply from the primary settings serving for the verification of the simulation process and for the transparent representation of results. Parameters of blocks in the proposed model are following. The system sampling frequency \( f_s = 100 \text{ MHz} \). The transmitter side input source \( S_1 \) is represented by the sine harmonic signal \( s_1 \) with the frequency \( f_1 = 100 \text{ kHz} \) and the noise floor 150 dB below the useful signal level. The transmitter local oscillator \( O_1 \) produces a sine wave with the frequency \( f_{o1} = 10 \text{ MHz} \) and is disturbed by the white PM phase noise with a flat course on the level \(-150 \text{ dB/Hz} \) in a frequency range from 1 kHz to 50 MHz. After mixing in \( M_1 \), the upper harmonic component is selected by the band-pass filter \( \text{BPF}_1 \) with band-width \( \pm 30 \text{ kHz} \) around \( f_{o1} \). The receiver local oscillator signal \( o_2 \), a sine wave has the frequency \( f_{o2} = 10 \text{ MHz} \), is degraded by the random walk FM noise with an asymptote slope \(-40 \text{ dB/decade} \) and is starting at the offset frequency 100 Hz with the level \(-100 \text{ dBc/Hz} \). Receiver down mixing harmonic products are filtered in \( \text{BPF}_2 \) with the bandwidth \( \pm 80 \text{ kHz} \) around \( f_1 \). Other components are ideal, both band-pass filters have ideal rectangular transfer functions and their bandwidths are chosen properly to demonstrate the phase noise influence.

Graphical results of individual oscillators \( O_1 \) and \( O_2 \) phase noise courses as well as of the phase noise influence in the output signal \( s_1' \) are depicted in the frequency domain in Fig. 9. The resultant SSB course of \( s_1' \) combines both oscillators phase noise and their influence is formed by the band-pass filters. From the carrier, up to the cut-off frequency of the \( \text{BPF}_1 \), the resultant noise course is equal to the vector summation of both oscillators phase noises. Between cut-off frequencies of the \( \text{BPF}_1 \) and \( \text{BPF}_2 \), the resultant noise course corresponds only with the phase noise of the local oscillator \( O_2 \). A vector summation of both oscillators phase noise contributions can be simply derived according to the signal passing through the simplified model and with a help of (7). After mathematical modifications, the system output signal is equal to

\[
s_1' = a \cdot \sin(2\pi f_o t + \varphi_{o1}(t) - \varphi_{o2}(t))
\]  

where \( a \) is the output signal amplitude. \( \varphi_{o1}(t), \varphi_{o2}(t) \) are time dependent phase fluctuations of both oscillators directly related to their phase noise [10].

![Fig. 9.](image-url)

**Fig. 9.** The phase noise in the output signal \( s_1' \) of the system compared with oscillators \( O_1 \) and \( O_2 \) phase noise courses.

Low levels of the phase noise in Fig. 9 imply from initial model settings and they serve for an obvious expression of a coincidence between simulation results and theoretical presumptions. In our future work, real parameters are going to be used for the model adjustment.

6. Conclusion

The main focus of this paper is on the examination of the oscillators multiplicative phase noise influence in the space communication systems. Five basic noise processes are described asymptotically with a help of a power law. The simulation procedure for modeling the oscillator output signal degraded by the arbitrary phase noise is introduced. The verification of the proper disturbed signal generation is made in the time domain using three types of Allan variances. The validity is also checked by the asymptotic direct recalculating of the frequency domain phase noise to time domain Allan variances. A simple communication chain with two oscillators degraded by different phase noise courses is modeled. The influence of the phase noise combination on the useful signal is examined. All simulation results are in a good agreement with theoretical presumptions.

The basic model of the communication system will be extended. Our future work also counts with the presence of the additive thermal noise, which arises only on the receiver side of the system. Such an extended model is going to be utilized for the quantification of the influence of both noise types (additive thermal noise and multiplicative phase noise). Especially the cases of the long distant space communications, where the system bandwidth is decreased due to the useful energy absence, are going to be investigated.
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